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In order to have a well-coached and well-disciplined team, the coaches have established some 

rules that will lead to the success of Intermediate South’s Athletic Program.  You are representing 
Intermediate South at all times.  You will act in a respectful and responsible manner towards 

teammates and opponents. 

 
These rules are binding and must be followed. 
 
Harassment, Intimidation, Bullying, Horseplay or inappropriate behavior will not 
be tolerated. 
 
Destruction/Vandalism  
Any act of vandalism towards this school or any other school may result in the 
immediate removal from the team. 
 
Discipline Slips:  
If a discipline slip is issued to you for any infraction, you may sit out 1 meet/game.  If a 
total of 3 discipline slips are accumulated during the season, you may be removed from 
the team. 
 
Detention: 
2 teacher detentions without a discipline slip may result in 1 missed meet/game. 
 
Suspensions: 
Suspensions will not be tolerated. You may be removed from the team for a suspension 
for any violation.  Suspensions are a detriment to the teams’ character. 
 
Theft 
Any student caught stealing may be removed from the team. 
 
Playing Time 
Playing time in every game/meet is not guaranteed.  There may be times where every 
player does not play in every event, at the discretion of the coach. 
 
Lateness  
You must be at the meeting area for practices, meets and games on time. 
 
Missed practices: 
3 missed practices without notification from you or your parent/guardian may result in 
removal from the team.  A missed practice before a meet/game may result in a missed 
meet/game. 
 
Rides home after practices/meets: 
Your ride must be here promptly to pick you up after meets, games and practices.  If 
you cannot be picked up promptly, you must make arrangements to have a ride with 
another teammate.  (All arrangements need to be pre-approved by a coach).  After 3 
times of your ride not coming promptly, you may be removed from the team. 
 
 


